
Wireless radio code digital keypad DIP 
 

 

Digital keypad is meant for door automation remote control. It is directly 
used with garage door drives ASG/KIT series, sliding door drives ASL series, 
industrial door drive ASI50 and ASB6000 barrier of AN-Motors brand, for 
other drive models use exterior radio receiver AR-1. 
It is a two-channel radio receiver which is enabled after dialing a certain 
pattern (code). 

1. Technical characteristics  
Power supply……………………………………………... 6В DC from two lithium batteries type CR2032 (3В/230mA/h) 
Battery mean residual life ……………… 2 years at 10 transmissions/day 
Operating frequency………………………………….... 433,92MHz ±75kHz 
Code ……………………………………………………………… dynamic 
Radiant power ……………………………..…. about 1milliwatt 
Radius ……………………………..……. 200m open space; 35m inside premises 
Quantity of figures in combination from 0 to 8 (99.999.999 combinations) 
Time of passing into sleep 
mode…………………………………… 10seconds 
IP degree of protection ………………………… IP54 (outside and inside premises) 
Ambient temperature …………….. -20°C … +55°C 
Measurements ……………………………...… 85mm×75mm×35mm 
Weight …………………………………………………….…… 240g 

!  
The given technical characteristics relate to ambient temperature           20 ºС (±5 ºС). 

!  
The company reserves the right to make changes in the given manual and appliance construction 
without prior notice, saving the same functional opportunities and purpose. 

2. Assembling 

!  
Location should ensure high-fidelity reception (no screening and reflective surfaces, other radio 
sources). 

!  
Radius may be 25-30% less when battery charge is low. 

Make certain of functionality and assemble radio code keypad according to figure 1. 
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Figure 1 



3. Usage 
Radio code keypad usage is based on «numeric combinations», ie numbers with figures from 0 till 9, that 
the user should enter. As soon as the combination dialed to pass activation command the user presses one 
of verifying keys              ◄ (1 channel) or ► (2 channel). 
Appliance informs the user of its operating status by means of audio signals, that may be interpreted with 
the help of the table. 

Audio signal Situation 
1 short signal (tone signal) Keystroke when combination is dialed 
1 long signal True combination / combination change verified 
5 short signals Error occurred in input process or combination change process 
10 fast signals Low battery signal. It is necessary to change the battery 

If you heedlessly press the wrong number in the combination, it is necessary to press immediately the ◄ or 
► buttons to activate warning error signal. After that you may repeat to input the right combination. 
Entering combination the interval between strokes should not exceed 6 seconds. If you exceed, you should 
repeat to input the combination from the very start. 
The appliance has factory setting with standard combination for activating of first and second channels. 
Combination of channel 1 (◄) – 11, combination of channel 2 (►) – 22. 

Change of number combination of channel 1 (◄): 
1. Press and hold «0» button. At the same time press and release ◄ 
2. Release «0» button 
3. Input current (initial) combination and press ◄ 
4. Input new combination (up to 8 numbers) and press ◄ 
5. Input new combination one more time and press ◄ 
Change of number combination of channel 2 (►): 
1. Press and hold «0» button. At the same time press and release ► 
2. Release «0» button 
3. Input current (initial) combination and press ► 
4. Input new combination (up to 8 numbers) and press ► 
5. Input new combination one more time and press ► 

If the same combination for two channels was used, you may press ◄ or ► after dialing it. 
If you did not input digital combination to record new channel code (safety system is practically annulled), 
the command from radio code keypad would be actualized by simply pressing the button that corresponds 
the channel (◄ or ►). 

4. Maintenance 
The appliance does not need any special technical maintenance. Time after time check for humidity 
situation or oxide forming on the case and remove dirt and dust from outer surface. 
Made battery change according to figure 2. Place batteries positive (+) to the cover. 
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Figure 2 


